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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. BACKGROUND
Every year, floods are among the most frequent, costly and deadly natural disasters. In 
2014, 42% of all the registered disasters were due to hydrological events such as floods 
and mass movements. Moreover, five of the ten deadliest disaster events of 2014 were 
floods (Munich Re, 2014), and 2014 was not an exceptional year. Between 1990 and 
2010, losses as a result of flooding increased in both high- and low-income countries, 
with the average annual reported losses now exceeding $23 billion/year (Jongman et 
al., 2015). This trend of increasing losses has mostly been attributed to an increase 
in exposure as a result of increased population and economic development in flood-
prone areas (i.e. Bouwer et al., 2007; Bouwer, 2011; IPCC, 2012). Conversely, hazard 
intensity also may have changed due to the changing rainfall patterns associated with 
long-term climate variability and climate change (i.e. Milly et al., 2002; Ward et al., 
2010; Jongman et al., 2014). 

Researchers expect that future disaster losses will most likely increase due to the 
continuation of the past trends of increased exposure and hazard intensity (IPCC, 
2012; Kundzewicz et al., 2014; Alfieri et al., 2015). In acknowledgement of the 
rapid increase of historic losses and the projections of further increase, new and 
more ambitious climate adaptation measures are required to mitigate this future 
flood risk. In this respect, Flood Risk Management (FRM) serves as the research and 
policy making in this domain, and can be defined as the “continuous and holistic 
societal analysis, assessment and mitigation of flood risk” (Schanze, 2006). Reliable 
information is key to effective FRM for current and future trends in flood risk, as well 
as the explicit quantification of the inherent uncertainty that surrounds these future 
projections (Bubeck et al., 2011; De Moel et al., 2012). Flood risk is often defined as 
a combination of the flood hazard and its potential consequences, or more specifically, 
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as a function of hazard – the probability of a flood event –, exposure – the population 
and value of assets subject to flooding – and vulnerability – the susceptibility of 
people and assets to suffer damage from flooding (Kron, 2005; IPCC, 2012). 

In order to assess flood risk, scholars often distinguish between direct and indirect 
effects (e.g. Merz et al., 2010; Meyer et al., 2013; Kreibich et al., 2014). Direct effects 
can be defined as the impacts that occur due to physical contact of flood water with 
humans, property or other objects. In the economic literature, direct losses are often 
referred to as stock losses, which are defined as losses that occur at a given point in 
time (Okuyama, 2003; Rose, 2004; Bockarjova, 2007). Indirect effects, on the other 
hand, are often caused by the direct impacts, but are the result of interferences within 
industrial supply chains (Okuyama & Santos, 2014). Most importantly, indirect 
effects may also occur outside the flooded area: e.g., companies that are not flooded, 
but that have economic relations with households and industries that are flooded, 
cannot supply or demand their goods and services, and therefore, indirectly suffer 
from the flood. Indirect losses are often referred to as flow losses, which occur over 
a period of time, in contrast to stock losses. In addition to the direct and indirect 
effects, flood risk studies sometimes explicitly mention a third type of loss: losses 
due to business interruption. This type of loss is treated separately from the indirect 
losses, and is defined as the interruption of business flows in the affected area during 
the flood, whereas the indirect losses also consider the effects outside the affected area 
and the effects after the flood event (Meyer et al., 2013; Kreibich et al., 2014). It is 
noteworthy that economic literature does not explicitly mention the term ‘business 
interruption’ with respect to this topic. For example, Rose (2004) and Okuyama 
and Santos (2014) have subdivided indirect effects into first-order and higher-order 
indirect effects. In this way, first-order effects can be interpreted as effects that result 
from business interruption during the flood event in the affected area, and higher-
order effects as the indirect effects as defined in this dissertation. 

This thesis uses (disaster) effects and impacts interchangeably and treats losses and 
costs as synonyms (Kousky & Kunreuther, 2014). In this respect, impacts and effects 
may be positive or negative, whereas losses and costs are always negative. Furthermore, 
the remainder of this dissertation uses the term ‘direct losses’ interchangeably with 
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asset losses, and furthermore, uses the term ‘indirect losses’ interchangeably with 
output losses. This study further refers to direct loss methods as ‘conventional risk 
assessment methods’.

Prior FRM studies have often utilized the assessment of the direct losses from 
flooding by conventional risk assessment methods as the primary loss calculation 
method. However, a better understanding of both direct and indirect losses and of 
their physical and societal drivers is critical for efficient risk management (Kreibich 
et al., 2014). The relationship between economic losses and the investments in risk 
reduction is highly relevant for policy makers in the field of disaster management. As 
Kreibich et al. (2014) stated, regional impacts may be underestimated, and therefore, 
regions may be left under-protected unless all losses are considered. For an optimal 
investment in risk mitigation, each measure should be implemented up until the 
point at which the marginal benefit of the reduction in risk is equal to the cost of this 
measure (Eijgenraam et al., 2000).

Besides the added value of indirect losses to the conventional risk assessment methods, 
there is another important dimension that is often lacking: the social dimension 
of risk or the vulnerability of the inhabitants. The capacity of households to adapt 
and respond to hazards is equally important for the assessment of hazard impacts 
and the successful implementation of policy measures aimed at reducing risk, such 
as incentives for individual risk mitigation, evacuation plans, and lastly, insurance 
coverage for natural disaster risk. This capacity to adapt and respond is largely a 
function of a household’s socio-demographic status, which is related to their social 
vulnerability (Cutter et al., 2003; Smith et al., 2006). For this reason, the social 
characteristics of households living in areas exposed to flooding are an important 
factor to determine the feasibility of FRM policies. However, flood risk assessments 
that provide inputs to the evaluation of FRM policies often do not evaluate social 
vulnerability. More specifically, traditional flood risk assessments either assess damage 
based on physical vulnerability (Jongman et al., 2012), or assess the risk to life by 
assuming that the entire population has a homogeneous vulnerability (e.g. Jonkman 
et al., 2003). Such studies mostly estimate damage or fatality losses as a function of 
water depth, and thereby neglect the social dimensions of risk and spatial variation 
in those dimensions.
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In a more general context, flood risk can be categorized within the domain of 
disaster risk, as floods are only one of many types of disasters that threaten human 
society. This threat motivates not only a large field of scholarly studies on disaster 
risk reduction (DRR), but also spurs policy debates on how to deal with disaster 
risk. On 18 March 2015, 197 UN member states adopted the Sendai Framework 
for Disaster Risk Reduction (SFDRR). As a follow-up to the Hyogo Framework 
for Action (2005-2015), the SFDRR lays out policies and goals for risk reduction 
over the next fifteen years, and stresses the importance of DRR measures to adapt to 
climate change and sustainable development (UNISDR 2015). The most important 
difference between the SFDRR and its predecessor (i.e. the Hyogo Framework) is its 
inclusion of measurable targets. Under the agreement, progress should be monitored 
and assessed for all of these targets (Mysiak et al., 2015). 

Two measurable targets within the SFDRR are relevant to this dissertation. The 
first target is the reduction of economic disaster losses in relation to global Gross 
Domestic Product (GDP), which is measured by the relative progress as per-capita 
disaster impacts (Mysiak et al., 2015). The second relevant target is the substantial 
reduction of disaster damage to critical infrastructure and the disruption of basic 
services. In order to monitor the progress of these SFDRR targets, improved risk 
information and risk assessments are required that stretch their domain beyond the 
direct impacts of disasters. In this context, Cutter and Gall (2015) state that the 
quantification of the socio-economic risk is often of insufficient quality. As a result of 
the limited empirical information available, economic modelling tools are required to 
calculate the extent and magnitude of the potential economic losses due to disasters. 
Additionally, in order to measure the effects of disasters on the disruption of critical 
infrastructure and basic services (and their subsequent effect on the economy), 
conventional risk assessments methods that focus on direct losses are not completely 
suitable. Therefore, the scope of these conventional approaches must be broadened 
with economic modelling tools in order to quantify the economic effects of disasters, 
including indirect losses.
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1.2. FLOOD RISK ASSESSMENT

1.2.1. ‘CONVENTIONAL’ RISK ASSESSMENT

The first step in the assessment of flood risk is the quantification of the flood hazard 
(De Moel et al., 2009, 2015). At the beginning of this century, only limited hazard 
datasets were available and maps were often only available to track the extent of floods 
in specific historical events. Provided the rarity of such events, hazard data had to be 
generated using flood simulation models (focusing on variables such as flood extent, 
depth and velocity). These simulation models have since been developed both on a 
local scale (e.g. Bates & De Roo, 2000; Ernst et al., 2010), and more recently, on a 
global scale (e.g. Ward et al., 2013, 2015; Winsemius et al., 2013). 

In order to assess risk, however, modelling only the hazard is not sufficient. 
Henceforth, scholars have conceived of several methods to assess the direct losses 
due to floods (i.e. combine the hazard data with exposure and vulnerability data). 
The most common method to assess flood damages is the use of vulnerability curves. 
Through the use of such curves, maps with information on the spatial distribution of 
exposed people and assets (e.g. land-use or population maps) and inundation maps 
are used in conjunction to assess the damage at any given point on the exposure maps, 
based on `the depth in the inundation map. For land use, every class of land-use 
has a different maximum amount of possible damage per m2, which represents the 
total value of the assets at stake. The different vulnerability curves relate the possible 
inundation depth on the horizontal axis to the corresponding damage factor (from 
0 to 1) on the vertical axis (see e.g. Jongman et al., 2012; Koks et al., 2012). Recent 
studies have developed several damage models using vulnerability curves to estimate 
direct flood damage. Examples include the HAZUS model (FEMA 2009), HIS-SSM 
(Kok et al., 2005a), Damage Scanner (Klijn et al., 2007), Multi-Coloured-Manual 
(Penning-Rowsell et al., 2010), FLEMOcs (Kreibich et al., 2010) and FLEMOps 
(Thieken et al., 2008). Although each of these models have their own advantages and 
limitations, none of them specifically focuses on indirect economic losses.
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1.2.2. MOVING BEYOND THE CONVENTIONAL

The output of the conventional risk models - the direct asset losses - only constitutes 
a portion of the total post-disaster effects of the flood. Asset losses report the flood 
damage at a given point in time and are subject to change during the flood itself as 
well as in the direct aftermath (see Figure 1.1). As shown in Figure 1.1 and following 
the definition as stated in Section 1.1, indirect losses cannot be captured when only 
the effects in the direct vicinity of the flood are modelled. There are often widespread 
additional indirect effects during the recovery period, up until the point that the 
economy returns to its pre-disaster situation or to a new economic equilibrium. 
Conventional methods do not commonly address these effects. In some cases, 
conventional risk assessments consider business interruption in the directly affected 
area, but this often entails the use of simplifications, such as the assumption of a fixed 
share of the direct damages as indirect loss (Meyer et al., 2013). 

Flood event Post-disaster

Direct 
impacts

Business 
interruption

Indirect 
impacts

Time

Figure 1.1 The three main types of losses in relation with each other. The red area 
shows the location of direct damages from flooding, such as damages to buildings 
and infrastructure. In the flooded region (red) and in the direct vicinity of the flood 
(light blue), business interruption occurs (due to, for instance, damage to roads and 
power supply). In other regions and after the flood event, indirect economic effect 
may occur, since either supply to the flooded area is hampered (negative economic 
effect), or business elsewhere take over production from the sectors in the flooded 
area (positive effect for that region).
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In the past, large disasters have shown that an interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary 
approach is required for a comprehensive assessment of the consequences. Hallegatte 
(2008), for example, demonstrates that output losses may have accounted for 50% 
of the total losses that resulted from Hurricane Katrina in New Orleans. Hence, to 
use only conventional risk modelling may severely underestimate disaster risk. One 
of the most important reasons for this underestimation is the failure of conventional 
risk modelling to consider the intersystem linkages within our society. For instance, 
the degree of dependency of economic systems to critical infrastructure, such as the 
public transport and telecommunications systems, proved to be an important factor 
in the total effects of a disaster. Examples include the power failures after Hurricane 
Sandy in New York City and the rationing of electricity in Japan after the Tohoku 
earthquake and tsunami, which resulted in many interruptions to daily life for 
households and businesses alike. 

The field of economics has developed models to assess the impacts that disasters 
have on the economy. For disasters, these types of economic models are described as 
disaster impact models. In the current literature on disaster impact modelling, several 
types of model are available that simulate indirect economic effects from disruptions 
in the economy. Examples of such models include econometric models, social 
accounting matrix (SAM) models, Input-Output (IO) models and Computational 
General Equilibrium (CGE) models. Econometric models, based on time-series data, 
have the advantage of being statistically rigor and their capability to make forecasts, 
but are only able to provide estimates of the total (aggregated) impacts (Rose, 2004). 
They are unsuitable to discern the specific losses of a disaster. SAM models, on the 
other hand, are able to measure the different types of indirect effects throughout the 
system of different economic agents (Okuyama & Sahin, 2009; Seung, 2014). SAM 
models, however, are rarely applied for disaster impact analysis, which is in likelihood 
due to the fact that SAMs are one of the key inputs for CGE models. As a result, they 
are often developed to be used for CGE analysis, rather than to be used on their own. 

In the disaster impact literature, IO and CGE are the most commonly applied models 
to assess the economic impacts of disasters. Short-term effects are often analysed 
with IO-based approaches, whereas long-term effects require more (price) flexibility, 
which for instance, is enabled in a CGE based approach (Thissen, 2004). Both IO 
and CGE models are deemed suitable for assessing the propagation of an initial 
(natural) disaster shock into the economy (Okuyama & Santos, 2014). IO models, 
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on the one hand, are praised mainly for their simplicity and ability to reflect the 
economic interdependencies between sectors and regions within an economy through 
intermediate supply and final demand (Cochrane, 2004; Rose, 2004). CGE models, 
on the other hand, include supply-side effects and allow for much more flexibility 
in economic optimization due to their non-linearity, substitution effects and relative 
price changes. As a result of their linearity and lack of substitution possibilities, IO 
models are often thought to overestimate the impacts of a disaster. Conversely, CGE-
models  have the potential to underestimate the impacts because of possible extreme 
substitution effects and price changes (Rose, 2004), especially in the short-term. 

Hybrid models, in which the advantages of the two models are combined, may 
provide the ‘best of both worlds’. Several such hybrid models have already been 
developed. The ARIO model, developed by Hallegatte (2008, 2014), is one of the 
most well-known hybrid IO models with CGE characteristics. The ARIO model 
enables, for instance, the production of bottlenecks and rationing. In their respective 
studies, Carrera et al. (2015) and Ciscar et al. (2014) have coupled a CGE model 
with a biophysical model. Husby et al. (2015) combine a spatial CGE model with an 
agent-based model of opinion dynamics to analyze the macroeconomic effects from 
an increase in public concern. Recently, advances have also been made to combine IO 
modelling with linear programming (see, e.g. Rose et al., 1997; Baghersad & Zobel 
2015).

An integrative model, however, with the capacity to dynamically incorporate 
various elements of risk assessment, such as the hazard, the direct effects and the 
indirect economic effects, still does not exist. In particular, existing models often 
fail to systematically estimate direct and indirect effects, and furthermore, are 
unable to couple these two elements. In this dissertation, I attempt to close this gap. 
Fortunately, a few studies have attempted to address this issue and have developed a 
more integrative approach for the calculation of both direct- and indirect losses. For 
instance, Jonkman et al. (2008) proposed an integrated framework for the combination 
of direct- and indirect losses, and FEMA (2009) developed two modules within the 
HAZUS-FLOOD model to assess direct- and indirect losses in the United States. 
More recently, Carrera et al. (2015) and (Ciscar et al., 2014b) coupled a CGE model 
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with a biophysical model to improve the accuracy of modelled economic disruption. 
Nonetheless, most of these mentioned models still lack two important characteristics: 
the explicit incorporation of a temporal and spatial dimension.

As stated already in Section 1.1, the social dimensions of risk and spatial variation 
within these dimensions are often not included in conventional risk assessments. On 
the other hand, in various comprehensive social vulnerability studies that focus on 
the different parameters that determine a vulnerable population, research has not 
specifically linked these parameters to risk management. Studies on this topic have 
varied from spatial assessments that identify patterns of social vulnerability within a 
region (e.g. Wu et al., 2002; Wood et al., 2010; Felsenstein & Lichter 2014; Zhou 
et al., 2014), to assessments that focus more on the identification of socioeconomic 
characteristics, which can explain the social vulnerability of a population (Cutter et 
al., 2003; Fekete, 2009). In this dissertation, I attempt to fill this gap in the scientific 
literature by conducting a joint assessment of hazard, exposure and social vulnerability.

1.2.3. THE IMPORTANCE OF TIME AND SPACE

Disaster impact models need to possess two important characteristics in order to 
be able to properly assess the indirect economic effects of a disaster (see Figure 
1.1). Firstly, the model should be able to incorporate a time dimension (Okuyama, 
2007). Many researchers in the field agree that the ‘time needed for reconstruction’ 
after a disaster is an important factor in the determination of the total economic 
impacts (see e.g. Okuyama, 2007; Hallegatte, 2014). Obviously, a quick and full 
recovery of the area and a short reconstruction period results in lower output losses 
in comparison to a long reconstruction period with only a partly recovered area. 
Without a consideration of time constraints in the recovery from a disaster, the 
damages are inevitably underestimated. It is noteworthy, however, that the use of 
arbitrary reconstruction periods, as is often the case, may also lead to large biases in 
the results (e.g. Hallegatte, 2014). 

Secondly, the physical characteristics of a (natural) hazard indicate that the model 
should be able to include a dimension of (geographical) space (Okuyama, 2007). 
This characteristic can be modelled in two ways: (i) by incorporating a Geographical 
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Information System (GIS) component to the methodological framework (e.g. linking 
the disaster impact model to a biophysical model) or (ii) by creating a multiregional 
economic model. Whereas the incorporation of a GIS component is an extension on 
the hazard side (i.e. improves the level of detail of the hazard input), the extension to 
an interregional model is an extension on the consequences side of modelling, i.e. it 
results in model’s ability to depict the consequences of a disaster in areas that are not 
directly affected by the hazard.

1.2.4. RISK AND POLICY MAKING

As Kreibich et al. (2014) identify, one must fully understand and include all the 
possible costs and benefits to be able to determine whether a specific risk-reduction 
measure is cost-effective. More specifically, the reduction in risk that is caused by a 
certain mitigation measure (avoided loss) is interpreted as the main benefit of this 
measure. The evaluation of risk-reduction measures is one important application of 
cost-benefit analysis whereby a correct quantification of risk is critical.

Most cost-benefit analyses that assess the benefit-cost ratio of a risk reduction 
measure are done using direct losses. In the Netherlands, for instance, the safety 
standard of dikes has always been based on the specific flood risk in an area, which is 
predominantly based on direct loss models (Klijn et al., 2007; Kind, 2014). For local 
risk reduction measures, such as the dry or wet-proofing of residential buildings, the 
direct losses likely suffice to estimate the cost-effectiveness of the measure. For the 
strength of a dike, on the other hand, a considerable extent of land with relevant 
economic activities is protected, and the inclusion of indirect losses could result in 
a substantially different risk ‘picture’. For an area that has only a limited amount of 
assets with a limited amount of value, a small dike with a relative low protection 
standard may be cost-effective. It may be the case, however, that this limited amount 
of assets is an important hub in the supply-chain of an economic sector, which 
could result in indirect losses for the economic orders of magnitude larger than the 
direct losses. In such a case, to neglect indirect losses in decision-making results in a 
suboptimal safety level. 
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As the previous paragraph highlights regional and local examples to strengthening 
dikes and household mitigation measures, similar considerations apply to interregional 
measures. For the insurance sector, the value of assets at risk is often considered 
most important. For the public sector and public policy-making (e.g. the European 
Union’s Solidarity Fund), on the other hand, to ignore the potential cascading effects 
of a flood, and by extension, to underestimate risk may result in poor investments of 
public money. In this dissertation, I describe how indirect risk modelling can provide 
additional insight into an assessment of the effectiveness of DRR measures, which 
could potentially provide policy-making with tools for more accurate investment 
planning. 

Besides the ‘financial’ side in the assessment of DRR measures, the social dimension is 
often missing as well. Traditional FRM policies, such as building codes and insurance 
schemes, are often applied to larger areas at once, regardless of the socioeconomic 
differences within the population (Filatova, 2014). For instance, when a large 
share of the population is in practice less able to implement or afford a specific risk 
reduction measure, for example, due to budget constraints, the implementation of 
the measure may prove to be ineffective. In order to improve the feasibility of risk 
reduction strategies, it is valuable to distinguish social groups in risk management and 
to design custom risk management policies (Tapsell et al., 2002). In this dissertation, 
I elaborate upon how the incorporation of social vulnerability may improve decision-
making in regards to DRR measures. 

1.3. SCOPE AND GOAL OF THIS   
 THESIS
The main goal of this thesis is to explore to what extent we can incorporate the 
(socio)economic consequences in flood risk assessment modelling and how this may 
improve flood risk management strategies.

In order to achieve this goal, the dissertation analyses the following four research 
questions in separate chapters:            
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1. How can Input-Output models be used to assess the indirect economic effects of 
flooding? (Chapter 3, 4, 5 and 6) 

2. What is the relative contribution of indirect economic losses in comparison to 
direct losses from flooding under current and future conditions? (Chapter 5)

3. What methods can be employed to explore the socioeconomic dimension of 
flood impacts? Chapter 7)

4. How can these economic modelling techniques be integrated within conventional 
flood risk assessments and used to assess the effectivity of disaster risk reduction 
measures (Chapter 3, 5, 6 and 7)

Figure 1.2. shows the spatial domain of the thesis’ chapters. In greater detail the 
chapters address the following:

This chapter assesses future changes in flood risk and the effectiveness of flood risk 
adaptation measures for the Belgian coast.

integrated direct and indirect flood risk model for small and large-scale flood events, 
which yields a dynamic model of the total economic losses, from the outset of a flood 
event to a full economic recovery. This chapter specifically focuses on the integration 
of the conventional risk framework and economic modelling techniques. 

a next step is to further develop the economic modelling of this methodology. As 
such, Chapter 4 presents a recursive dynamic multiregional supply-use model that 
combines linear programming and input-output modelling techniques to assess the 
economy-wide consequences of a natural disaster on a pan-European scale.

Through its consideration of the economic effects of floods in the fiftieth largest river 
basins in Europe, it demonstrates a new perspective on the total economic effects of 
flooding in Europe.
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Chapter 6 provides a study that further compares these models with a regionally-
calibrated version of a global CGE model. This comparison is subsequently performed 
for one specific case-study in Italy.

of flood impacts, and demonstrates how a joint assessment of hazard, exposure and 
social vulnerability provides information for the evaluation of flood risk management 
strategies. The adopted methodology uses data on hazard and exposure in combination 
with a social vulnerability index.

contribution of the different chapters to answer the research questions, and finally, 
makes final recommendations for future research.

Figure 1.2 Mapped outline of this thesis


